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Fieryred, founded in March, 2016 and born of the passion to fulfill four-wheel drive lovers' demand 

for affordable, yet high quality 4x4 equipment, takes prides in designing, engineering and providing 

rock solid 4x4 products to let you rediscover the fun of off-roading.

Based in the United States, Fieryred is a professional supplier of 4x4 equipment, currently provides

off-road recovery gears & tools as well as aftermarket vehicle parts that are designed to offer you

ultimate experience with exceptional value.

It is the passion, coupled with a continuing commitment to quality and unswerving dedication to

customer, that distinguishes Fieryred from the competition. At Fieryred, we strive to excel your

expectation, and permeate that conviction into every product that wears the Fieryred brand.

Wherever your passion takes you, Make Your Own Path.
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WARNINGS AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Only attach the soft shackle to recovery points which are designed for compatibility with soft

shackles. This typically means they have rounded edges around the eye to prevent damaging the

fibres of the soft shackle. 

The soft shackle is ideal for connecting snatch straps, kinetic ropes and winch ropes to recovery

points, or for joining straps or ropes together. 

Please note that the soft shackle is designed for recovery use only; it cannot be used in place of

D-shackles for towing and other constant load applications. 

The snatch ring is designed to fit soft shackles and synthetic winch ropes only. 

Check the soft shackle for signs of wear or damage before use; if fibres are cut, worn or fraying, do

not use the soft shackle. 

Inspect the snatch ring before use; if there is any damage, cracks or deformation, do not use the

snatch ring.

Never modify the soft shackle or the snatch ring.

Always wear safety gear when performing recovery, including gloves and glasses.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

To maximise durability and performance, the soft shackle and the snatch ring should be kept clean

and dry and stored in the protective storage bag supplied. 

The soft shackle should be stored away from direct sunlight (UV) exposure when not in use. 

Do not expose the soft shackle to petrochemical products or excessive heat as this may melt / 

damage or weaken the fibres. 

The synthetic rope is impervious to water, but sand, dirt and grit can cause wear and abrasion to the

rope fibres. 

If the soft shackle gets dirty, it can be washed in clean water, then left to air dry away from direct

sunlight before packing away when completely dry.

CONTENTS

Soft Shackle x1

Winch Ring x1 

Storage Bag x1
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SPECIFICATIONS

Shackle

Shackle Color: Vermilion

Shackle Material:UHMWPE

Shackle Rope Length (Without Knot & Eye):

20.08'' (51cm)

Shackle Rope Diameter: 0.98'' (25mm)

Breaking Strength: 33,000 lbs (15,000kg)

Sleeve Color: Black

Sleeve Material: Nylon

Winch Ring Material: 

T6 6061 Aircraft Grade Aluminum

Winch Ring Surface Finish: E-Coating

Diameter: 97mm

Compatible Rope Diameter: 10-14mm

Working Load: 17,637lbs (8,000kg)

Winch Ring

Run your synthetic winch rope around the exterior of the ring. 

Pass the soft shackle through the eyes of the recovery point and the ring. 

Open the eye of the soft shackle by sliding it along the rope and increasing the diameter sufficiently

to pass over the knotted end. 

Slide the eye loop over the knotted end and then pull the eye loop tight around the shackle and snug

against the knotted end to create a secure connection.

Pull the winch rope back towards your vehicle and connect it to a rated recovery point.

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
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WARRANTY
Fieryred (“Manufacturer”) warrants to the original buyer (“User”) that its Soft Shackle & Snatch Ring

sold hereunder shall be free from material defects in workmanship or materials and conform to

Fieryred's specifications for this product under normal application, connection, use and maintenance

conditions from the date sold and for the duration (the “Warranty Period”) of 1 YEAR.

If it fails to operate during the limited warranty period due to defects in materials or workmanship, 

Fieryred will, at its option, replace it with the same or similar product, or issue a refund. 

This limited warranty is provided by Fieryred and there are no other warranties, expressed or

implied, except as required by law, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a specific

purpose, that are provided for herein, however all such implied warranties, if any, are limited to the

duration of this specific limited product warranty. Oral statements or representations about the

product do not constitute warranties.

THIS WARRANTY WILL NOT APPLY IF:

the product has been repaired, altered or modified;

the alleged defect in the Product is within acceptable industry variances;

Fieryred cannot establish any fault in the Product after testing and inspection;

the Product has been used other than for the purpose for which it was designed;

the defect in the Product has arisen due to the customer's failure to properly use and maintain the

Product;

the Product has been subject to abnormal conditions, including temperature, water, fire, humidity, 

pressure or similar;

the defect has arisen due to abuse, misuse, neglect or accident.

CLAIMS: 

No returns will be credited without an authorization. If a Fieryred product is suspected of being

defective, you'll need to provide proof of purchase (e. g. a screenshot of the order) and a picture or

video of the damaged goods in their entirety to the seller you purchased from for evaluation.

For more information, please visit https://fieryred.com/
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